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I. INTRODUCTION

Applicant Pa'ina Hawaii's appeal of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's orders

granting petitioner Concerned Citizens of Honolulu's hearing request violates the Commission's

well-settled rule that "the applicant cannot use interlocutory appeal to narrow the hearing's

scope." Sequoyah Fuels Corp. (Gore, Oklahoma Site Decommissioning), CLI-01-02, 53 NRC 9,

18 (20C 1). Because Pa'ina challenges only three of the five contentions the Board admitted, this

appeal improperly invites precisely the "piecemeal interference in ongoing License Board

proceedings" the Commission has long disfavored. Exelon Generation Co.. LLC (Early Site

Permit :5or the Clinton ESP Site), CLI-04-31, 60 N.R.C. 461, 466 (2004) (quoting Duke Cogema

Stone &: Webster (Savannah River Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility), CLI-02-7, 55 NRC

205, 21:3 (2002)). Pa'ina's failure to advance any reason why Concerned Citizens' hearing

request "should have been wholly denied" deprives Pa'ina of the right to pursue this

interlocutory appeal, which the Commission should summarily reject. 10 C.F.R. § 2.311(c).

Should the Commission reach the merits, it should uphold the Board's well-reasoned

decisions to admit the disputed contentions. As discussed in Part IV, infra, Concerned Citizens'

environmental contentions raise important issues regarding the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

("NRC") Staff's failure to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), "our

basic national charter for protection of the environment." 40 C.F.R. § 1500.1 (a). The Board also

properly admitted the disputed safety contention, which claims that Pa'ina's failure to address

risks of airplane crashes violates 10 C.F.R. § 30.33(a)(2)'s mandate that Pa'ina ensure its

proposed irradiator is "adequate to protect health and minimize danger to life or property."



II. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

On October 2, 2005, Concerned Citizens timely filed a request for hearing on Pa'ina's

application for a license for possession and use of byproduct material in connection with the

construction and operation of a commercial pool-type industrial irradiator using a cobalt-60

source at the Honolulu International Airport.

On January 24, 2006, the Board granted Concerned Citizens' request for hearing, finding

Concerned Citizens has standing and its two environmental contentions - both related to failures

to comply with NEPA - are admissible. Pa'ina Hawaii, LLC (Material License Application),

LBP-06-04, 63 NRC _ (2006) ("1/24/06 Order"). The Board deferred consideration of

Concemned Citizens' contentions related to safety concerns to allow for additional disclosures

and briefing.

On March 24, 2006, the Board issued an order admitting three additional contentions, all

related 1:o safety. Pa'ina Hawaii. LLC (Material License Application), LBP-06-12, 63 NRC

(2006) ( "3/24/06 Order"). Specifically, the Board admitted Concerned Citizens' contentions that

Pa'ina lacked required emergency procedures for prolonged loss of electricity (Safety Contention

#4) and for natural disasters including tsunamis and hurricanes (Safety Contention #6), and failed

to asses:s the likelihood and consequences of aviation accidents at the proposed irradiator site

(Safety Contention #7). The March 24, 2006 order brought the total number of Concerned

Citizens' admitted contentions to five.

On April 3, 2006, Pa'ina filed an appeal from the Board's January 24, 2006 and March

24, 2006 orders.' The appeal challenges only three of the five contentions admitted for hearing.

'Concerned Citizens received Pa'ina's appeal by electronic mail at 5:21 p.m. Hawai'i
Standard Time on April 3, 2006. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.306, the time for Concerned
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See Pa'ina's Brief at 4 (alleging errors in admitting two environmental contentions and Safety

Contention #7). Pa'ina does not challenge Concerned Citizens' standing or the Board's

decisions admitting Safety Contentions #4 and #6. See 3/24/06 Order at 13-17, 19-21.

III. 10 C.F.R. § 2.311 BARS PA'INA'S INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL

The Commission's hearing regulations disfavor interlocutory review, due to a "general

unwillingness to engage in 'piecemeal interference in ongoing Licensing Board proceedings.'"

Exelon Generation Co.. LLC, 60 N.R.C. at 466 (quoting Duke Cogema Stone & Webster, 55

NRC at 213). 10 C.F.R. § 2.311, which Pa'ina invokes, provides for interlocutory appeals "in

three situations only":

(1) where a petitioner for intervention challenges a Board decision "denying" a
petition to intervene in its entirety; (2) where a party argues that, rather than
granting a petition to intervene, the Board should have "wholly denied" it; and (3)
where a party claims that the Board's selection of the appropriate hearing
procedure was in "clear contravention" of Commission rules.

Id. at 468 (footnotes omitted). "None of these three scenarios describes the procedural posture of

the instant case," where Pa'ina does not challenge the admission of two of Concerned Citizens'

safety contentions or Concerned Citizens' standing. Id.

iPa'ina's interlocutory appeal asks only whether some of Concerned Citizens' contentions

should have been admitted and, thus, does not raise "the question as to whether the

request/petition should have been wholly denied," as the hearing regulations require. 10 C.F.R.

§ 2.3 11 (c) (emphasis added); see also Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station,

Units 1 & 2), ALAB-896, 28 NRC 27, 30 (1988) ("It will not suffice to claim merely that,

although properly granting intervention, the Licensing Board should have rejected certain of the

Citizens' response was extended by one business day. Since Friday, April 14, 2006, was a state
holiday in Hawai'i, the deadline for Concerned Citizens' response is Monday, April 17, 2006.
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contentions advanced by the petitioner."). Since Pa'ina failed to bring its appeal "in accordance

with the provisions of' 10 C.F.R. § 2.311, the Commission should summarily reject it, without

reaching the merits. 10 C.F.R. § 2.311(a); see also Exelon Generation Co., LLC, 60 N.R.C. at

468. Any other course of action would contravene the controlling regulation, which expressly

states: "No other appeals from rulings on requests for hearings are allowed." Id.

Denying Pa'ina's appeal is consistent with well-settled Commission law, which provides

that "the admission ... of a contention, where the intervenor has other contentions pending in the

proceeding, [is nothing] more than a routine interlocutory ruling not subject to immediate

appella::e review" and that "such rulings must 'abide the end of the case."' Private Fuel Storage

L.L.C. Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-00-02, 51 NRC 77, 77 (2000) (quoting

Northern States Power Co. (Tyrone Energy Park, Unit 1), ALAB-492, 8 NRC 251, 252 (1978));

see also Louisiana Energy Services, L.P. (National Enrichment Facility), CLI-04-35, 60 N.R.C.

619, 62.5 (2004). "Just as an intervenor cannot use interlocutory appeal to expand the scope of a

hearing to include rejected areas of concern, the applicant cannot use interlocutory appeal to

narrow the hearing's scope." Sequovah Fuels Corp., 53 NRC at 18.2

2 Pa'ina's failure to challenge Concerned Citizens' standing or the admission of two
safety contentions distinguishes this appeal from Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp.
(Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-869, 26 NRC 13 (1987), in which the
applicant challenged the admission of all contentions, see id. at 19 & n.1, and from Sequovah
Fuels Cr.m, in which the applicant challenged all contentions as well as standing. See 53 NRC
at 13. Since the applicants in those other cases had argued the hearing requests "should have
been wholly denied," their appeals fell within the "limited exception to the general rule
prohibiting interlocutory appeals." Vermont Yankee, 26 NRC at 26; see also Sequovah Fuels
Cor., 53 NRC at 19 (discussing exercise of "'pendent' appellate jurisdiction" where "appellant
has legitimately invoked our appellate jurisdiction for some aspects of the case"). Not so here.
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IV. THE BOARD PROPERLY ADMITTED CONCERNED CITIZENS' CONTENTIONS

Should the Commission determine it can reach the merits of Pa'ina's interlocutory

appeal, it should uphold the Board's well-reasoned decisions to admit Concerned Citizens'

environmental contentions and Safety Contention #7.

A. The Board Properly Admitted Concerned Citizens' Contention Regarding The
Staff's Failure To Justify Its Decision To Invoke A Categorical Exemption For
Pa'ina's Proposed Irradiator.

The Board explained its decision to admit Concerned Citizens' first environmental

contention as follows:

The Petitioner's first proffered environmental contention is squarely within the
scope of this proceeding. The Staff's legal obligations under the Commission's
regulations and NEPA and its satisfaction of those obligations is at issue. In a
nutshell, the Petitioner's contention alleges that controlling precedent from the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals requires an explanation by the Staff as to why a
categorical exclusion is appropriate here and perforce why special circumstances
are not present. This allegation provides a specific issue of law to be controverted
and the legal basis for its contention. Hence, the Petitioner's first NEPA
contention satisfies all necessary pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)
and is admitted.

1/24/06 Order at 16 (footnote omitted).

The Board properly rejected Pa'ina's claim that the first environmental contention

challenges the regulation establishing a categorical exclusion for irradiators. Nothing in 10

C.F.R. § 51.22(b) precludes the Staff from explaining its categorical exclusion decision. On the

contrary, the regulation provides that, "upon its own initiative," the Staff may determine that an

action included in the list of categorical exclusions nonetheless requires an environmental

assessment ("EA") or environmental impact statement ("EIS") due to "special circumstances."

Section 51.22(b) clearly contemplates the Staff will make a case-by-case determination whether

a particular project merits application of a categorical exclusion.

5



The Board correctly noted that "[t]he thrust of the Petitioner's contention ... is that the

agency improperly invoked the categorical exclusion by not addressing what it asserts are special

circumstances making such an exclusion inapplicable here - a point the Applicant and the Staff

completely ignore." 1/24/06 Order at 11-12. The Board's conclusion "the agency must

affirmatively provide a reasoned explanation of the applicability of the categorical exclusion in

the circumstances presented" is abundantly supported by controlling case law. Id. at 12; see.

e.g., Steamboaters v. FERC 759 F.2d 1382, 1393 (9th Cir.1985) (agency must "supply a

convincing statement of reasons why potential effects are insignificant"); Alaska Center for the

Environment v. U.S. Forest Service, 189 F.3d 851, 859 (9 th Cir. 1999) (Staff cannot "simply

restate[I the exclusion").

The Commission should reject as a legal non sequitur Pa'ina's argument that the NRC is

not bound by substantive NEPA regulations. See Pa'ina Brief at I I n.5. The case law

mandating that agencies provide a reasoned explanation for their categorical exclusion decisions

is based on judicial interpretation of the statute itself, which governs "all agencies of the Federal

Government," including the NRC. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2); see also Steamboaters, 759 F.2d at

1393; Alaska Center for the Environment, 189 F.3d at 859.3 Moreover, even if there were a

NEPA regulation involved, the requirement to explain a categorical exclusion decision is purely

procedural and, thus, the Staff would still be bound by it. See 49 Fed. Reg. 9,352, 9,352 (Mar.

12, 1984) (NRC bound by Council on Environmental Quality's NEPA regulations that are

"procedural or ministerial in nature").

3 Since Congress made no distinctions among federal agencies in enacting NEPA, it is
irrelevant that the cases on which the Board relied involve non-nuclear matters.
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The Board properly admitted Concerned Citizens' first environmental contention, which

raises the important issue whether the Staff violated NEPA when, without explanation, it

concluded there was no need to prepare an EA or EIS for Pa'ina Hawaii's proposed irradiator.

B. The Board Properly Admitted Concerned Citizens' Contention That Special
Circumstances Require An Environmental Assessment Or Environmental Impact
Statement For Pa'ina's Proposed Irradiator.

In admitting Concerned Citizens' second environmental contention, the Board held:

By asserting that the irradiator's location at ocean's edge and the threats
associated with its location constitute special circumstances, the Petitioner has
identified a specific omission in the Staff's analysis it plans to challenge and the
basis for its allegations. By describing the hurricanes, tsunamis, and airplane
crashes that could affect the site, the Petitioner has alleged the facts it intends rely
on to demonstrate that special circumstances are present requiring an EA or EIS.
... With respect to the portion of the Petitioner's second environmental
contention alleging special circumstances stemming from the threats of tsunamis,
hurricanes, and aviation accidents, the Petitioner again has proffered a contention
meeting the necessary pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f) and it is
admitted.

1/24/06 Order at 17-18.

Pa'ina's objection to this contention's admission boils down to a claim that the inclusion

of "irradiators" on the NRC's list of categorical exclusions means there can never be special

circumstances which might trigger NEPA review of a proposed irradiator.4 The Commission

should reject this unsupported assertion. As the Board explained:

The regulatory history of the categorical exclusion of irradiators in 10 C.F.R. §
'i1 .22(c)(14)(vii) is important for what it does not say. It merely provides a brief
description of an irradiator and states that "personnel exposures during use of
these devices are less than 5% of the limits in 10 C.F.R. Part 20." Such history
certainly does not support the view that the risks associated with the myriad
possible locations for siting an irradiator were considered by the Commission in
E.dopting the categorical exclusion.

4 While Pa'ina presents this argument in connection with its objections to admission of
Concerned Citizens' first environmental contention, it has no clear relationship to the question
whether the Staff must provide a reasoned explanation for invoking a categorical exclusion.
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1/24/06 Order at 13 (quoting 49 Fed. Reg. at 9,377). The Board continued:

Conversely and more importantly, however, the regulatory history of the special
circumstances exception to the categorical exclusions in 10 C.F.R. § 51.22(b)
indicates that the location of an irradiator may be a circumstance in which the
exclusion might not apply. In addressing "special circumstances," the
Commission made clear that it intended the term to be flexible, stating that "[a]
major purpose of proposed § 51.22(b) is to preserve this necessary flexibility. In
addition, it is impossible to identify in advance the precise situations which might
move the Commission in the future to determine special circumstances exist.
Therefore, the term 'special circumstances' has not been further defined." Thus,
the regulatory history does not even hint that the Commission considered the
possible locations for proposed facilities in adopting the categorical exclusion for
irradiators, while the history of the special circumstances exception indicates that
the consequences of siting an irradiator on the ocean's edge at the Honolulu
Airport, subject to the risks of aircraft crashes, tsunamis, and hurricanes, are
precisely the kind of circumstances for which the categorical exclusion might not
be appropriate.

Id. (quoting 49 Fed. Reg. at 9,366).

Rather than address the Board's analysis and confront the lack of any evidence the NRC

considered circumstances related to siting when it adopted the categorical exclusion for

irradiators, Pa'ina's appeal focuses exclusively on the NRC's discussion of airplane crashes and

tsunamis in connection with its promulgation of 10 C.F.R. Part 36.5 Pa'ina's reliance on this

regulatory history is misplaced. The NRC finalized the Part 36 regulations in 1993, nearly a

decade after promulgating the categorical exclusion at issue herein. See 58 Fed. Reg. 7,715

(Feb. 9, 1993). The history of the Part 36 regulations lends no support to Pa'ina's claim that, at

the time the NRC promulgated the irradiator exclusion in 1984, it determined, as a matter of law,

that circumstances related to siting could never require an EA or EIS. As the Board correctly

concluded, there is no evidence "that the risks associated with the myriad possible locations for

5 On appeal, as in its arguments to the Board, Pa'ina fails to address the unique risks that
hurricanes pose to its proposed irradiator, which Concerned Citizens maintains trigger the need
for thorough NEPA review. See 1/24/06 Order at 15 n.48.
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siting an irradiator were considered by the Commission in adopting the categorical exclusion."

1/24/06 Order at 13.

Moreover, even if the Part 36 regulations were relevant, the mere fact they do not

prohibit siting an irradiator in an area subject to tsunamis or near an airport does not resolve the

question whether Pa'ina's particular proposal requires NEPA review.6 Many activities that are

lawful (such as highway construction, commercial fishing, timber harvesting, and power plant

construction, to name only a few) nonetheless pose potential harm to the human environment,

triggering the need for environmental review before a federal agency can consider them for

approval. Such review is necessary to "permit informed decision making" through analysis of

the environmental impacts associated with a proposed action and "any choices or alternatives;

that might be pursued with less environmental harm." Lands Council v. Powell, 395 F.3d 1019,

1027 (9 th Cir. 2005).

rhe NRC's clarification that it "may review facility siting, on a case by case basis, if a

unique threat is involved," 58 Fed. Reg. at 7,725, debunks Pa'ina's claim that, in promulgating

the Part 36 regulations, the NRC had "anticipateld] all siting situations." Pa'ina's Brief at 13. If

Pa'ina were correct that siting issues could never require further analysis, the NRC's statement

would be meaningless. Cf. 3/24/06 Order at 23 ("the lack of a regulatory prohibition against

siting art irradiator at an airport does not affirmatively establish that any airport location satisfies

the general requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 30.33(a)(2) that an irradiator facility be 'adequate to

6 For example, the NRC's analysis assumed sources would be protected from tsunamis
and airplane crashes by "6-foot thick reinforced-concrete walls." 58 Fed. Reg. at 7,726
(emphasis added). In contrast, Pa'ina proposes to place sources in a pool with a concrete liner
only 6-inches thick. Pa'ina's Application at 34; see also 1/24/06 Order at 15; 3/24/06 Order at
23.
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protect health and minimize danger to life or property"') (emphasis added).7 The NRC's

insistence in 10 C.F.R. § 36.53(b)(9) that irradiator licensees "have and follow emergency or:

abnormal event procedures for ... [n]atural phenomena" further reflects the agency's

understanding that events such as tsunamis and hurricanes can damage irradiators in ways that

might pose public health and safety threats, triggering the duty to prepare an EA or EIS.

The Board properly admitted Concerned Citizens' second environmental contention t1o

resolve the parties' dispute over whether "the consequences of siting an irradiator on the ocean's

edge at the Honolulu Airport, subject to the risks of aircraft crashes, tsunamis, and hurricanes,"

presents circumstances triggering NEPA's mandate to prepare an EA or EIS. 1/24/06 Order at

13.

C. The Board Properly Admitted Concerned Citizens' Contention Regarding The
Failure To Address Risks Of Aviation Accidents.

While Pa'ina states it is appealing the Board's admission of Safety Contention #7, the

only argument presented is a claim that "a near-airport location does not create any 'special

circumstances' warranting an explanation, EA or an EIS." Pa'ina's Brief at 12; see also id. at 17

n. 10 (applying arguments against environmental contentions to Safety Contention #7). This

claim has no bearing on whether the Board properly admitted Concerned Citizens' safety

contention, which claims Pa'ina has failed to address the likelihood and consequences of an

aviation accident involving the facility. 3/24/06 Order at 22. As the Board correctly observed in

its March 24, 2006 order:

Section 51.22(b)'s "special circumstances" provision has no relevance to claims
unrelated to the Commission's environmental regulations. The Petitioner has not

' Pa'ina makes far too much of the Board's example of siting an irradiator in Kilauea
Volcano. The Board was merely illustrating its point that siting decisions can present unique
risks not contemplated at the time the NRC promulgated the categorical exclusion.

10



alleged, as the Applicant repeatedly argues, that the "special circumstances"
provision is applicable to its safety contentions.

Id. at 5.

Pa'ina's observation that NRC regulations do not categorically prohibit irradiators at

airports misses the point of Safety Contention #7. The question is not whether it is possible to

design an irradiator that could safely withstand an aviation accident, but whether the particular

design Pa'ina proposes - where the source would be protected by a concrete liner only 6-inches

thick - would be safe in a location adjacent to several runways, where it might get hit by an

airplane. The mere fact Part 36 does not prohibit irradiators at airports does not answer the

question whether the design proposed for Pa'ina's irradiator is "adequate to protect health and

minimize danger to life or property," the general condition precedent to any application's

acceptance. 10 C.F.R. § 30.33(a)(2); see also 3/24/06 Order at 23-24. The Board properly

admitted Concerned Citizens' contention to resolve this important safety issue.

V. CONCLUSION

The Commission should summarily reject Pa'ina's interlocutory appeal, which

improperly seeks piecemeal review of the Board's decisions. In the alternative, the Commission

should uphold the Board's orders admitting Concerned Citizens' environmental contentions and

Safety Contention #7.
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